
 

 

GET THINGS WORKING

When your gear is healthy, your business succeeds. 
When assets generate meaningful data, your 
business expands. GearJot is a collaborative fleet and 
asset management app that connects people, 
equipment, assets and data so more — and better — 
work gets done.  

Get Things Working



Where People and Assets Work Together 
• Our software acts as a central hub, gathering and keeping asset- and mixed fleet-generated 

data so your team is always connected and informed.  

• Jots, GearJot’s intuitive conversation and collaboration feature, make it easy for your team to 
work together, whether they’re in the field or the office.

Take Ownership of Your Fleet
• Maintain your equipment with custom, automated Service Alerts and Tasks that track progress 

from start to finish.  

• Pulling in the right people at the right time to jobs done is simple; you have total control over 
who has access to what information.

Maximize Every Asset and Site   
• From shops and job sites to stop lights and parking meters, GearJot can provide or support 

telematics hardware and software to gather valuable data.  

• With site- and asset-specific data, you can make better decisions, allocating resources when 
and where need them.

Save Time, Save Money, Save Paper    
• Simplify compliance and inspection processes with digital Forms that can be submitted 

electronically using almost any device. 

• Since each asset and piece of gear has its own Facebook-like feed, accessing complete 
histories — whether you’re at a desk or in the field — is effortless. 

Future-Ready, with Support for Telematics   
• Achieve better utilization and cost-savings through more effective management of telematics 

data, regardless of provider.  

• Stay updated on the health of your fleet and assets with real-time Service Alerts that convert 
automatically into Tasks. 

Plus:        
• Improve safety by streamlining the process to fix reported problems. 

• Reduce insurance costs by letting your provider confirm your compliance. 

• Generate a detailed and accurate history of every asset increasing resale value.  
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     Request a demo today!
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